The Feature Rich Multi-Bal 5000 Sets A New Standard For The Balancing Industry!

4,000 Lb Base:
The solid filled base is surrounded by heavy gauge steel that insures maximum rigidity and years of trouble-free maintenance.

Don’t Pay More, Get More!!

Total CNC Manufacturing:
CWT’s In-house manufacturing with CNC machines allow extremely close tolerance specifications to be maintained with every machine built.

“Third Plane Analysis”
Unlike conventional Balancers that only use Left and Right Plane Separation, commonly called Dynamic Plane Separation, CWT uses a “Third Plane” for its inspection which allows a faster and better method of determining unbalance force and location.

On Machine Drill Corrections:
Linear Rail Mounting System allows free movement of our Mill/Drill for fast stock removal of excess weight. Single throw air-switch clamps the drill into position.

Heavy Metal Stand:
Installing Heavy Metal has never been easier with the CWT Crankshaft Mounting Stand.